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1. Introduction

- Transport is necessary
- Moving is freedom
2. Description of circumstances

- Planning according to country borders
- Planning regarding to regions
- Competition between companies
2.1. Current capabilities

- Questions of present network in Europe
- Optimisation questions
- Strong effects of boundaries
Fig 1. Biggest cities in Europe
Fig 2. Figure 2 Population density of Europe
2.2. Main characteristics of modes of transport

- Road transport
- Water transport
- Air transport
- Railway transport
Busiest airports in Europe

- London
- Istanbul
- Paris
- Madrid
- Frankfurt
Busiest railway stations in Europe

- Paris
- Hamburg
- Frankfurt
- Zürich
- München
Rhätische Bahn
2.3. Current views – example of Hungary
3. Future goals

- Future perspectives
- Function approach
- Dynamic system approach
4. Maintenance

- Maintenance of vehicles
- Maintenance of infrastructure